A key ingredient for a quantum network is an interface between stationary quantum bits and photons, which act as flying qubits for interactions and communication. Photonic crystal architectures are promising platforms for enhancing the coupling of light to solid-state qubits. Quantum dots can be integrated into a photonic crystal, with optical transitions coupling to photons and spin states forming a long-lived quantum memory. Many researchers have now succeeded in coupling these emitters to photonic crystal cavities, but there have been no demonstrations of a functional spin qubit and quantum gates in this environment. Here, we have developed a coupled cavity-quantum dot system in which the dot is controllably charged with a single electron. We perform the initialization, rotation and measurement of a single electron spin qubit using laser pulses, and find that the cavity can significantly improve these processes.
A key ingredient for a quantum network is an interface between stationary quantum bits and photons, which act as flying qubits for interactions and communication. Photonic crystal architectures are promising platforms for enhancing the coupling of light to solid-state qubits. Quantum dots can be integrated into a photonic crystal, with optical transitions coupling to photons and spin states forming a long-lived quantum memory. Many researchers have now succeeded in coupling these emitters to photonic crystal cavities, but there have been no demonstrations of a functional spin qubit and quantum gates in this environment. Here, we have developed a coupled cavity-quantum dot system in which the dot is controllably charged with a single electron. We perform the initialization, rotation and measurement of a single electron spin qubit using laser pulses, and find that the cavity can significantly improve these processes.
A solid-state optical cavity in a semiconductor photonic crystal membrane has many advantages for nanophotonics and cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) 1, 2 . It can have a small volume and high quality factor Q (ref. 3) , it can be combined with waveguides into extended and complex photonic architectures [3] [4] [5] , and it can be integrated with semiconductor electronic devices [6] [7] [8] . In the last decade there has been rapid progress both in the development of photonic crystals themselves and in the study of solid-state emitters coupled to photonic crystal cavities [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Both quantum dots and nitrogen-vacancy centres can be incorporated into photonic crystal cavities and can have long-lived spin states 14, 15 . This work has led to the vision of a quantum network 16 , similar to that being developed for atomic systems 17 , but in a scalable solid-state platform 18, 19 .
Proposals for quantum networks almost always involve quantum memories with three energy levels in a L configuration, that is, with two ground states and an optically excited state 16, 18, 19 . The two ground-state spin levels act as a long-lived quantum memory, and the optically excited state serves to connect the ground-state spin coherence to optical coherence. Yet, almost all experimental studies to date involving quantum dots in photonic crystal cavities and waveguides have used uncharged quantum dots, which essentially act as short-lived two-level systems. One way to obtain the L-type three-level system envisioned for a large-scale quantum network is to charge a quantum dot with a single electron. Recently, diodes have been incorporated into photonic crystal membranes [6] [7] [8] to serve this purpose, and one group has demonstrated controlled charging of a quantum dot in a cavity 20 .
Although optical initialization, readout and quantum gates have already been demonstrated on spin qubits, doing so in the presence of a photonic crystal cavity presents both advantages and additional challenges. In particular, the photon density of states in a photonic crystal cavity is strongly modified from free space and is polarization-dependent. Here, we demonstrate complete quantum control of a quantum dot spin qubit coupled to a photonic crystal cavity. We show (1) controlled charging of a quantum dot in a cavity with a single electron using a diode incorporated into the photonic crystal; (2) the necessary L-type three-level system resulting from a magnetic field applied transverse to the sample;
(3) spin measurement and initialization using resonant laser spectroscopy; and (4) single qubit gates with picosecond optical pulses. In fact, the polarization-dependent coupling of the cavity to the quantum dot has significant advantages for spin measurement and readout, and single qubit gates are demonstrated by detuning the pulses from the cavity resonance, thus avoiding polarization-dependent coupling.
Charged quantum dot coupled to a cavity
A photonic crystal membrane with a defect optical cavity (L3) was patterned and etched into an n-i-p (n-type, intrinsic, p-type) GaAs diode, into which InAs quantum dots had been grown in the intrinsic region, closer to the n-type layer (shown schematically in Fig. 1a ). Charging of the quantum dots with a controlled number of electrons was performed by applying a forward bias across the diode. The charge state of a quantum dot was determined from its photoluminescence as a function of bias. A photoluminescence bias map of a quantum dot in a cavity (labelled QD-C1) ( Fig. 1c ) shows the neutral exciton (X 0 ), negatively charged exciton (X 2 ) and cavity lines. The X 2 line, indicating a single electron in the quantum dot, is stable for a bias from 1.7 V to 1.95 V and is detuned from the cavity by 0.2-0.3 meV over this range. The cavity linewidth of 0.3 meV corresponds to a quality factor Q of 4,000.
Resonant laser excitation of the quantum dot and the cavity mode was used to optically address and measure the spin states of the electron. The differential reflectivity 21, 22 (DR) of a laser scanned across the X 2 , cavity and X 0 resonances is presented in Fig. 1d ,e; this was taken with two laser polarizations, parallel (V) and perpendicular (H) to the cavity polarization. The dominant feature at 1,301.93 meV for V polarization corresponds to the X 2 line, which has a dispersive lineshape due to the proximity to the cavity mode and interference effects in the membrane. The cavity mode appears at 1,302.1 meV as a broad ( 0.3 meV) feature, also with a highly dispersive lineshape, due primarily to the bias modulation in the differential technique. The coupling of X 2 to the cavity is made evident by the order of magnitude increase in signal compared to X 0 and polarization anisotropy for the X 2 signal. The optical response for V polarization is 70 times greater than for H. The DR for X 0 shows anisotropic exchange splitting 23 , but the polarization anisotropy in the signal strength is essentially gone, because X 0 is detuned by 6 meV from the cavity resonance. The linewidth of X 2 is 30 meV, much greater than the 8 meV linewidth of X 0 and 30 times greater than the expected radiative limit for a quantum dot outside the cavity. We attribute this linewidth increase to the cavity-quantum dot interaction. Figure 2a ,b presents plots of DR for V and H polarizations for a series of temperatures, showing the behaviour as a function of cavity detuning. The X 2 feature for V polarization decreases by a factor of 20 at 34 K (1 meV detuning), and the X 2 line for H polarization decreases by a factor of only 2, reducing the polarization anisotropy. The X 2 linewidth also decreases by as much as 30% with increasing temperature, consistent with a decrease in coupling to the cavity. The decrease in linewidth continues until 28 K, when the linewidth begins to increase, presumably due to phonon broadening. The DR for V polarization was fitted to a model that describes scattering of light from the coupled cavity-quantum dot system, including interference with background reflections (Supplementary Section SII.A). From these fits we obtained a cavity-dot coupling g C of 25 meV. This relatively small coupling strength is probably due to the modest spatial overlap between the quantum dot and cavity mode.
Spin initialization and measurement
To achieve spin measurement and initialization, a transverse magnetic field was applied to split the electron and X 2 energy levels. This resulted in the four transitions shown in Fig. 2c , which can be considered two L-type three-level systems (the two systems differing in the X 2 spin state). In Fig. 2d , the lower DR signal shows the cavity mode with only some small ripples near the expected X 2 transitions. This result is an indication of optical pumping [24] [25] [26] . When a laser is resonant with one of the transitions, a small change in reflectivity occurs if the system is in the spin state being optically driven, thus measuring the spin state. However, recombination to the other spin state can occur, so the quantum dot system is quickly pumped out of the spin state being driven and into the other, eliminating absorption from the quantum dot. This effect is used to initialize the spin qubit. The four optical transitions are experimentally observed in Fig. 2d only when an optical pulse resonant with all four transitions (upper curve) is present to counter the effects of optical pumping. The presence of some residual signal from the quantum dot without the pulse is probably due to incomplete pumping and interference effects.
To better characterize optical initialization, it is useful to moderately detune the quantum dot from the cavity resonance, making the four transitions easier to resolve. Temperature tuning can accomplish this, but optical pumping is defeated at higher temperatures by faster spin relaxation. Instead, we examine a different quantum dot-cavity system (QD-C2) ( Fig. 3) , in which X 2 is 1 meV above the cavity resonance at 7 K. In Fig. 3a , DR for V polarization is three times larger than for H, indicating the quantum dot is coupled to the cavity. At a magnetic field of 4 T (Fig. 3a, inset) , the four transitions are observed with strong polarization dependence. We note that in our quantum dots the polarization axis is randomly oriented, presumably due to valence band mixing 25, 27 . For this particular quantum dot, the axis is close to the cavity orientation, with the outer (inner) transitions predominantly coupling to V (H). For QD-C1 the axis is closer to 458, so all four transitions couple well to the cavity.
To eliminate the dispersive lineshapes in DR that make it difficult to extract initialization fidelities, we measured the differential resonance fluorescence 28, 29 (DRF, Supplementary Section SI.B) of QD-C2 by exciting with H polarization and detecting V, blocking out the reflected laser. Resonance fluorescence provides a nearly background-free alternative to DR as a way to measure the spin state. Instead of measuring a small change in reflectivity when the system is in the spin state being optically driven, photons are only scattered and detected when in that spin state. In Fig. 3b , on the edges of the charge stability region (1.87 V and 1.97 V) where rapid co-tunnelling occurs 25 , all four transitions appear. Nominally, the outer transitions should not appear for H excitation, but the polarization selection rules are not perfectly aligned with H/V, and the cavity enhances emission for these transitions. As the bias moves towards the centre of the charge stability region, the inner transitions disappear due to optical pumping, giving an initialization fidelity of at least 95%. The outer transitions never entirely disappear because they are driven much more weakly with H polarization, and because the pumping rate is significantly slower for these transitions, as we will now show.
An important feature of the cavity is that the pumping rate is strongly modified, but in an asymmetric way. This is illustrated in the insets to Fig. 3c . When driving an outer (V) transition (lower diagram), which is more strongly coupled to the cavity, emission is likely to return the system to its initial spin state, thus giving a slow pumping rate. When driving an inner (H) transition (upper diagram), emission is more likely to change the spin state, thus giving a fast pumping rate. We determine these rates by temporally resolving the bleaching of RF due to optical pumping after a short pulse depolarizes the spin. In Fig. 3c , the optical pumping rates are plotted as functions of laser power for the laser tuned to the inner and outer transitions, with pumping rates for a quantum dot outside the cavity plotted for comparison. The pumping rate at saturation is an order of magnitude higher for the inner transitions than for the outer, even with moderate detuning. Thus, driving the transitions that are not coupled to the cavity permits fast initialization, and driving the transitions coupled to the cavity is better for spin measurement. For enhanced measurement it is especially advantageous to have well-aligned polarization axes and large Purcell enhancement. Optimizing these would give a cycling transition that could permit single-shot readout.
Ultrafast single qubit gates
A functional spin qubit also requires single qubit gates (that is, spin rotations). This is accomplished with short, circularly polarized pulses that couple the two spin states together through one of the two X 2 spin states (Fig. 4b) 19, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . A significant complication is that the cavity only couples to V polarization, and yet the rotation requires circular polarization. We find that spectrally detuning the pulse from the cavity alleviates this issue. The pulse then primarily interacts with the quantum dot directly instead of through the cavity mode.
To demonstrate these coherent rotations, we measured the spin population after two rotation pulses ( 13 ps length, 150 meV bandwidth) delayed with respect to each other by a variable time t (ref. 32 ). The resulting Ramsey interference fringes for QD-C1 are displayed in Fig. 4a . The first pulse rotates the Bloch vector near the equator, where it precesses (Fig. 4a, inset) for time t at the Larmor precession frequency. The second pulse rotates the spin up or down depending on the phase, giving rise to oscillations in the spin population. The decay time of the oscillations ( 400 ps) is due primarily to dephasing from the fluctuating nuclear polarization 38 . It should be possible to recover the spin coherence using spin echo techniques 39 or by optically suppressing nuclear spin fluctuations 40, 41 . In Fig. 4c , the amplitude of the Ramsey fringes is plotted as a function of rotation pulse power and is indicative of damped Rabi oscillations of the electron spin. The peaks at 3 mW and 11 mW correspond to rotation pulses with areas of p/2 and 3p/2, respectively. The troughs at 7 mW and 15 mW correspond to rotations of p and 2p. The non-zero amplitude of the Ramsey oscillations for two nominal p pulses is due to precession during the pulses, which limits rotation fidelity. Simulations of the Ramsey fringes (displayed in Fig. 4c) give a similar behaviour due to this effect.
To determine how the cavity affects the pulse rotation, the maximum Ramsey fringe amplitude (that is, for p/2 rotation pulses) was measured as a function of detuning, as shown in Fig. 4d . The amplitude is highly asymmetric about the quantum dot transitions at 1,301.95 meV. For negative pulse detunings, where the pulses are far from the cavity mode, the Ramsey fringes are strong, and for positive detunings, where the pulses are nearly resonant with the cavity mode, the fringes are quite weak. We compare this result to a theoretical model in which the incident laser field is modified by the cavity mode (Supplementary Section SII.C). Figure 4e plots the theoretical fidelity of a single pulse p/2 spin rotation and the purity of the resulting spin state after the pulse within this model. The calculations show behaviour qualitatively similar to the experiment. The poor fidelity near the cavity resonance arises from real excitation of X 2 through the cavity, whereupon recombination destroys the purity of the spin state. The increase in fidelity at a detuning of 0.3 meV is due to the cavity field driving the system up to X 2 and then partially back down to the ground states, preventing recombination. Both measurement and theory show that the fidelity can be quite high with a large negative detuning, such that the pulse is spectrally far away from the cavity.
Discussion
We have demonstrated the first functional spin qubit coupled to an optical cavity in which optical initialization, control and readout of an electron spin is achieved. Having a long-lived solid-state spin qubit coupled to a cavity opens up many areas of research including CQED with a spin degree of freedom, spin-controlled photonics, and quantum networks. This type of system may in fact be used as a node in a quantum network, with optical pulses controlling the emission of photons into nearby waveguides, transmitting quantum states to other nodes 19 . An important step in this direction will be to provide better control over the parameters of the system, including spectral and spatial overlap with the cavity mode, higher Q-factors, and the polarization axis of the quantum dot relative to the cavity mode. Based on the pumping rates measured here, it seems possible with improved Q-factors and coupling strengths to drastically decrease the initialization time to picosecond timescales, significantly improving qubit operation speed. Also, with the quantum dot polarization axis better aligned to the cavity polarization, the cavity-enhanced transitions should act as very bright cycling transitions that could be used for single-shot readout. Previously, the only demonstrated quantum dot spin system with both fast spin initialization and cycling transitions was the W-system obtained in coupled quantum dots 26, 29 .
We also anticipate the incorporation of multiple spin qubits within a node. This can be achieved using quantum dot molecules in a cavity, where a tunnelling interaction provides two qubit gates 35, 36 . Even without tunnel coupling, multiple quantum dot spin qubits within a cavity can be entangled using pulse sequences that make use of a cavity-induced interaction 42 . These multiple qubits can be used for error correction and form the basis of a quantum repeater or quantum computer.
Methods
Sample structure. The samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on n-type GaAs substrates. A 500 nm sacrificial layer of n-Al 0.7 Ga 0.3 As was grown on the substrate, followed by 50 nm n-GaAs, 40 nm intrinsic GaAs, 3 nm InAs quantum dots, 50 nm intrinsic GaAs and 30 nm p-GaAs. The quantum dots were distributed randomly in the growth plane with a density of several quantum dots per mm 2 . A positive electron-beam resist (ZEP520A, Zeon Chemicals) was used to define two-dimensional photonic crystals using a Raith 150 electron-beam lithography system, followed by Cl 2 -based inductively coupled plasma etching. A triangular lattice of holes (radii, 70 nm) with a lattice spacing of 242 nm were etched through the epilayer into the AlGaAs, with three missing holes at the centre forming an L3 cavity (Fig. 1a ). The AlGaAs under each photonic crystal was etched away, leaving a 180-nm-thick photonic crystal membrane. Ohmic contact was made to the p-type layer on the surface and to the n-type substrate.
Measurement techniques. The sample was mounted on piezo-stages in a magnetooptical cryostat, with the magnetic field oriented parallel to the long dimension of the cavity. A 0.68 NA aspheric lens focused lasers onto the sample and collected photoluminescence and reflected laser light. For DR measurements, the bias of the diode was modulated at 1-10 kHz with a square-wave peak-to-peak amplitude of 200-400 mV, and the modulation of the reflected light was measured with lock-in detection. Small shifts in the cavity position with bias give rise to a DR signal from the cavity that was essentially the derivative with respect to bias, giving rise to dispersive lineshapes.
For Ramsey interference fringe measurements, the c.w. laser was used to initialize the system and read out the spin state. Pulses from the Ti:sapphire laser were split into two 13 ps pulses with circular polarization opposite to the c.w. laser, so that in detection the pulses were rejected using a polarizer. The c.w. laser was on between the pulses, which may have led to some decoherence. This effect appeared to be negligible compared to the effects from nuclear spins.
